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Abstract
Android malware writers often utilize online malware scanners to check how well their malware can evade detection, and
indeed we can find malware scan reports that were generated
before the major outbreaks of such malware. If we could identify in-development malware before malware deployment, we
would have developed effective defense mechanisms to prevent malware from causing devastating consequences. To this
end, we propose Lshand to discover undiscovered malware
before day zero, which we refer to as negative-day malware.
The challenge includes scalability and the fact that malware
writers would apply detection evasion techniques and submission anonymization techniques. Our approach is based on the
observation that malware development is a continuous process and thus malware variants inevitably will share certain
characteristics throughout its development process. Accordingly, Lshand clusters scan reports based on selective features
and then performs further analysis on those seemingly benign
apps that share similarity with malware variants. We implemented and evaluated Lshand with submissions to VirusTotal.
Our results show that Lshand is capable of hunting down
undiscovered malware in a large scale, and our manual analysis and a third-party scanner have confirmed our negative-day
malware findings to be malware or grayware.

1

Introduction

Imagine, if you were an Android malware writer developing a
zero-day malware, what would you do to check how well your
malware can evade malware detection? One very convenient
and convincing means is to anonymously submit the malware
to online malware scanners and check the scan reports. In
fact, it has been reported that some in-development malware
were found on VirusTotal before their major outbreaks. For
example, the very first known LeakerLocker sample could
date back to November 2016 when it was submitted to VirusTotal [38], but not until July 2017 did security experts find it
widespread. In addition, not just one malware sample but a
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trace of evolving malware samples did malware writers leave
on online scanners during the continuous submit-and-revise
process. However, no signature was available on day zero
(the time that such a threat is known to public) because the
development case was not identified even though the malware
was given malware labels at its early stage. Belated signatures
could cause devastating consequences [33], and unfortunately
it usually takes more than six months to generate well-crafted
signatures [6]. If the ongoing development of malware had
been identified and studied earlier, its breakout would not
be as devastating as it had become. Therefore, our goal is to
find Android malware before day zero, which we refer to as
Android Negative-Day Malware.
We propose Lshand (abbreviated from Large Scale
Hunting for Android Negative-Days) to discover potential
negative-day Android malware development cases (Neg-Day
cases). Lshand faces the following challenges. First, with
regard to binary, there is no obvious indication of malware development or kin relations among Neg-Day malware samples
when detection-evasive techniques (e.g., dynamic-loading and
obfuscation techniques such as [9, 14, 16, 19, 30, 41, 43, 44])
were applied to malware samples. Second, with regard to
submitters, anonymization techniques may prevent us from
inferring or linking the identities of submitters. We have observed many cases where a careful malware writer may submit
malware samples from different anonymous identities (e.g.,
submitting samples from different sockpuppet accounts or
with no account via free proxies or tor-network) and sign
different malware samples with different keys. Third, with
regard to scalability, online scanners constantly receive an
enormous number of submissions (e.g., during January 2016,
VirusTotal received 1.34M Android-related brand-new submissions that were never seen before). It is not practical to
perform detailed analysis on each malware sample every time
we observe a new one.
Lshand is designed carefully to overcome the above challenges. The key observation is that malware development is a
continuous process, and malware variants will inevitably share
certain characteristics throughout the development process.
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Accordingly, our first principle is to process malware submissions based on similarity. However, as nowadays malware
writers can easily leverage existing automated obfuscation
tools, our second principle is to select features that are not
likely to be obfuscated (e.g., set of permissions, contacted
hosts, numbers of components). Finally, to be a practical solution, our third principle is that Lshand must be efficient, and is
capapble of processing a large number of submissions within
a reasonable time. Lshand, in a nutshell, consists of a Data
digestor, a Report clusterer, an AMDT (Android Malware
Development Trace) extractor, and a Neg-Day alerter (Fig. 1).
To be brief, Lshand clusters malware reports (structural text
format), and only if necessary it classifies malware samples
(in binary) based on similarity and maliciousness.
We implemented and evaluated Lshand upon a snapshot of
submission-stream towards VirusTotal during January 2016,
which contains 1.3 million Android-related first-seen submissions from 3,852 different submitter identities (SIDs). Lshand,
ran by a single thread on a desktop, took only an hour before
giving us 10 Neg-Day cases. These 10 Neg-Day cases include
48 malware samples that were given no malware labels by
any of the 62 scanner engines on VirusTotal by January 2016.
In the end, according to submission rescans, our manual analysis, and scan results from Palo Alto Networks WildFire [29],
we have confirmed that 100% of these 48 Neg-Day malware
are actually malware. We also deployed Lshand over a more
recent dataset dumped during May 2018, and Lshand hunted
down 15 Neg-Day cases that include malware samples with
zero malware labels. We have manually confirmed that 80%
of these 15 Neg-Day cases are actually malware or grayware.
With regard to finding Android malware at their development stage, AMDHunter [17] is a strongly related work.
However, unlike AMDHunter, which relies on the strong assumption that variants of the same malware development are
submitted from the same SID, Lshand focuses on finding
Neg-Day cases that were knowingly submitted from different accounts (e.g., sockpuppet accounts or no account), from
different IPs (e.g., via proxies or via tor-network), or from
decorated SIDs (e.g., knowingly submit benign apps in hope
of confusing AMDHunter). Section 7 includes more details
about the differences between Lshand, AMDHunter, and other
related work. We make the following contributions.
• To the best of our knowledge, Lshand is the first malware
hunting system that is capable of hunting down Android
Neg-Day malware from multiple anonymous submitter
identities through the analysis of submission records
available on online scanners.
• We designed and implemented Lshand to overcome the
following three challenges: lack of malware relations
with regard to binaries, lack of development evidence
with regard to identities, and scalability.
• We evaluated Lshand with two datasets. Lshand hunted
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down 10 Neg-Day cases from the submission records of
VirusTotal during Jan. 2016 and 15 Neg-Day cases from
records during May 2018. Our results show that Lshand
is efficient and accurate.

2

Background and Motivating Example

Android malware detection has been heavily studied in recent years (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 10, 15, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 36, 37]).
Although previous work has established significant detection
capability, there are limitations when facing new challenges.
Once a novel detection method is published, malware writers can knowingly evade the detection logic by leveraging,
for example, code-loading (e.g., [30, 43]) and sandbox detection (e.g., [26]). Furthermore, malware writers can use
malware-development tools (e.g., [19]) to embed detectionevasive modules. Wei et al. [41] and Suarez-Tangil et al. [35]
detailed the trend of malware evolution and evasive techniques. Other related work regarding malware development
includes [9, 14, 16, 40, 44].
We consider LeakerLocker [31] as a motivating example.
Only after it sleeps for a while and checks non-sandbox artifacts, it loads dynamic code. Hence, its first VirusTotal report [38] only had one malware label from one scan engine.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of what information about LeakerLocker one can obtain from a VirusTotal scan report. The
information in Fig. 2 is open to public except the submitter
identity, which is only available to VirusTotal premium users.
While researchers use online malware scanners as partial
ground truth (e.g., [34, 41]), malware writers also use them
as convenient and convincing oracles to test malware variants
and evasive techniques (e.g., [19]). Via public-API or web
interface, a malware writer can submit up to four malware
samples per minute to VirusTotal (exceeding this rate will
cause empty JSON or reCAPTCHA depends on channel). It
has been reported that a set of in-development malware were
found on VirusTotal; for example, the very first LeakerLocker
sample dated back to November 2016 [38], but its outbreak
did not happen until August 2017.
In practice, Android malware writers often repackage a
popular app or a handy utility app in order to lure innocent
users to install or distribute the malware. In LeakerLocker’s
example, some variants impersonate Call Recorder, and others impersonate WallPapers HD Blur. Consequently, each
group demonstrates a set of shared characteristics (e.g., Call
Recorder variants share 16 permissions, 13 activities, and 3
services, and Wall Papers HD Blur variants share 18 permissions, 8 activities, and 3 services). Based on this observation, Lshand hunts malware development traces by examining
shared characteristics.
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Figure 1: LSHAND Workflow Overview

Malware Labels
-AhnLab-V3: Android-AppCare/Ecspect...
-Alibaba: A.H.Rog.LeakerLocker
-Arcabit: Android.Trojan/LeakerLocker.B
….and more

Metadata
-First seen: 2016-11-23 23:11:39 UTC
-Detection Ratio: 17/62
-Malware Labels
-Package Information
-Compression Information
-Behavioral Information
-Submitter Identity

Package Information
-Package name: com.mobileteam.recordallcalls
-Certificate: C:rA, CN:A, O:Q, serial: 1d6e1c86, ...
-Contained files: AndroidManifest.xml, style.ccs, ...
-Activities: MainActivities, SettingActivities, ...
-Services: VoiceRecoderServices, com.zz.x.u.s…
-Receivers: RepeatSoundReceiver, ...
-Permissions: WRITE_SMS, RECORD_AUDIO, ...

Behavioral Information
-Permissions Checked: INTERNET, ...
-Intents: #intent;component=com.mobile...
-Accessed Files: sdk-core-v40.html, ...
-Dynamic Loaded Classes: ads.zxxx.h, ...
-Contacted URL: http://155.94.67.26, ...

Compression Information
-File name: d82330e1d84c2f866a0ff21093cb9...
-File size: 3.9 MB ( 4074758 bytes )
-Ssdeep: 98304:iZR8H/Hj3edD2oQC35744li...
-Tags: apk, android, dyn-calls, dyn-class

Figure 2: A Digested Report for a LeakerLocker variant

3

Problem Statement

We are specifically interested in answering the following research question: how can we find potential Android Neg-Day
malware in a large scale from online malware scanners? The
challenges include the followings. First, with regard to malware binaries, there is no obvious indication of malware development or kin relations among or between Neg-Day malware
samples. Second, with regard to submitters, there may not
be evidence such as submitter identity that can help us with
inferring or linking malware writers. Third, it is not realistic
to perform detail analysis on every newly received malware
samples submitted to an online scanner.

3.1

Attack Model

Our attack model includes a careful malware writer who does
not want to leave obvious traces but does need online malware scanners for up-to-date analysis of a newly developed
malware. We assume that a careful writer has two objectives
detection evasion and submission anonymization, and we
assume that the malware writer will keep continuing the development process in a submit-and-revise fashion.
Regarding detection evasion, we assume that a malware
writer would apply techniques such as package name obfuscation, class name obfuscation, method and variable name
obfuscation, inter-component interaction injection, dataflowanalysis evasive code injection, native code and bytecode
injection, dummy and benign methods injection, and dropper
payload loading. However, trying to be less suspicious just
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like a regular app, evasion techniques such as incrementally
adding large number of dummy Activities, dummy Services,
and irrelevant files on the malware are not considered (in other
words, numbers of activities, services, and files stay similar).
Regarding submission anonymization, we assume that a
malware writer would submit malware samples anonymously
from different free accounts (or no account) via different
free proxies (or tor-network) throughout the continuous development process. In addition, a malware writer can submit
many irrelevant apps in hope of decorating his profile as if
the submitter was benign. However, trying to keep a low profile, we assume that a malware writer will not submit more
than on-average 100 newly developed samples per-day, peraccount, and per-proxy. We will justify in Section 5 that this
assumption is realistic by submission statistics.

3.2

Definitions

Since Neg-Day hunting is a relatively new research topic, we
would like to define terms to avoid confusion.
Digested Report: The outcome of preprocessing a scan report from online malware scanner is a digested report, and it
includes only necessary fields, including submission timestamps, submitter identity, malware labels, package information, compression information, and behavioral information
(malware sample binary is not included). Fig. 2 shows an
digested report example.
Submitter Identity (SID): An SID is a unique identifier
that specifies a submitting individual or a submitting organization; however, an individual or organization may correspond
to one or more SIDs. SID on VirusTotal is a hash value calculated based on account profile, or based on IP-port profile
if no account is presented. In most online malware scanners,
SID information is available only to premium users.
Malware Label: In a malware scan report, each scan engine may list multiple informative labels, including malware
family (e.g., leakerlocker, svpeng, slocker), malicious functionality (e.g., ransom, trojan, dropper), suspiciousness (e.g.,
dangerous, high confidence malware, potentially unsafe), nonmalicious characteristics (e.g., adware, riskware, potentially
unwanted), and some other information (e.g., downloader,
obfuscated, xor-crypt).
Development Trace (DT): A DT implies a development
of an app. A DT is represented by a chronological sequence
of digested reports that share certain features. A DT may
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include digested reports that are sourced from different SIDs.
We say two samples are “kins” to each other if they were put
into the same DT. Unlike variants of a malware family (e.g.,
LeakerLocker), if there are two different fake apps (e.g., Call
Recorder and WallPaper HD Blur), we consider them as two
different DTs.
Android Malware DT (AMDT): An AMDT implies a development of an Android malware. Essentially, an AMDT
is a DT; however, unlike DTs, an AMDT includes at least
one malware indicator, a digested report that has a sufficient
number of malware labels. Based on needs, one can define
different sufficiency metrics; in this paper, we use detection
ratio r (i.e., the ratio of engines that reported malware labels).
Negative-Day AMDT case (Neg-Day case): A Neg-Day
case implies a potential development case of a Neg-Day malware. Essentially, a Neg-Day case is an AMDT; however,
unlike AMDTs, a Neg-Day case includes at least one recent
submission that has no malware labels (i.e., r = 0). Since
this seemingly benign sample has evaded detection from all
scanning engines, terrible harm could be done once it is distributed. Hence, detecting such a Neg-Day case with benign
samples is our goal.

4
4.1

LSHAND Design
Design Overview

Lshand’s design is based on our key observation that malware
writers tend to test their in-development malware through
online malware scanners. We assume that a malware development is a continuous process; hence, malware writers inevitably will leave development traces online, and malware
variation will demonstrate certain shared or similar characteristics. However, finding AMDT is challenging because malware writers could always apply evasion and anonymization
techniques. Hence, our design follows the following principles: first, we process malware submission based on similarity; second, we select features that are not likely to be
obfuscated. For scalability reason, our third principle is that
we analyze scan reports (specifically, digested reports), and
only if necessary we analyze malware binaries.
Lshand, in a nutshell, consists of a Data digestor, a Report
clusterer, an AMDT extractor, and Neg-Day alerter (Fig. 1).
Lshand’s workflow is as follows. Lshand’s Data digestor looks
for Android-related first-seen submissions, and then produces
digested reports. For each digested report, Lshand’s Report
clusterer deduces its DTs. From DTs, Lshand’s AMDT extractor extracts AMDTs. From AMDTs, Lshand’s Neg-Day
alerter verifies potential Neg-Day cases and raises alarms. In
our design, report clusterer is the module that identifies kin
relation among malware samples, and Neg-Day alerter is the
module that identifies the development evidence.
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4.2

Data Digestor

Data digestor finds Android-related first-seen submissions
and generates corresponding digested reports. By first-seen
submissions, we mean those submissions whose samples were
never processed by the selected online malware scanner. We
only focus on first-seen submissions, because re-submissions
cannot imply malware development.
Data digestor learns whether or not a submission is
Android-related by checking malware labels (if there is any
“android” or android-related label), package information (if
there is any Android application components), and compression information (if there is any “apk”, “dex”, or “android”
tag). Data digestor learns whether or not a submission is firstseen by checking “last-seen” or “last-scan” timestamps in
the submission metadata (both should be slightly greater or
equal to the submission timestamps), or by checking the existence of previous scan reports (reports with the same file hash
should not exist). Upon getting an Android-related first-seen
submission, Data digestor parses the output information and
produces a digested report (as shown in Fig. 2).

4.3

Report Clusterer

For each digested report, Report clusterer finds the corresponding DTs by clustering digested reports along with existing
DTs. We say two samples are kins if two samples belong to
the same DT. This approach is based on our observation that
kin malware variants often bear some similarity or characteristics even though some contents could be obfuscated. Here
we detail our design choices, including feature extraction and
clustering scheme.
4.3.1

Feature Extraction

We cannot directly use the informative knowledge in the digested reports, because malware writers may have applied
obfuscation. Rather, Lshand extracts features that are less
likely to be obfuscated or manipulated. We split our features
into the following categories: submission timestamps, package information, compression information, and behavioral
information. Note that Lshand does not take malware labels
as part of the features, because Neg-Day submissions may
receive no labels whatsoever.
Submission Timestamps: We consider malware development a continuous submit-and-revise process, hence the
chronological gap between two kin submissions will not be
large. If two similar submissions are faraway apart in time,
then they are less likely to be developed by the same malware
writer, as it is more likely to be a new development case of
different malware writers who are trying to gain benefits from
a previously known malware. Submission timestamps are issued by online malware scanner, so malware writers cannot
manipulate them (note that file and certificate timestamps can
be manipulated to such as 1980-00-00 and 2107-15-19).
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Package Information: Lshand examines structural information and permission information of a package. For structural information, although class names and file names can
be obfuscated, we can still count the numbers of Activities,
Services, and other files by types (we consider 26 different
file types, including mp3, png, and dex). Hence, Lshand has
1 + 1 + 26 = 28 numerical features. Lshand will not be affected by name obfuscation because names are not used as
features. As for permissions, besides predefined permissions
in Android framework, developers can define app-specific
or device-specific permissions. Upon 399.9K digested reports, we split 22K known permissions into 56 categories
(e.g., network, storage, camera, c2dm). For each category,
Lshand counts the number of related permissions listed in
the digested reports. In summary, Lshand has 28 + 56 = 84
package-related features in total.
Compression Information: Lshand examines file tags and
uncompressed file size of a submitted sample. Most online
malware scanners provide tags for file types (e.g., “apk”,
“jar”, “android”) and tags for characteristics (e.g., “dyn-class”,
“via-tor”, “check-gps”). Lshand considers 21 tags as features, where each feature is represented by either true or false
whether or not the tag appears in the digested report. As for
uncompressed file size, Lshand treats it as one feature (hence
21 + 1 features in total). Uncompressed file size is essential
because simply using package-related features and tags is not
enough to accurately deduce DTs. Our experiments showed
that, without uncompressed file size, apps with similar structural information and similar file tags will be wrongly put
together. With uncompressed file size, in contrast, we have
had better clustering results. Since uncompressed size does
not have impact on malware scanners’ judgement, it is often
not malware writers’ concern to obfuscate. Therefore, uncompressed size often stays similar from one malware kin to
another malware during a development.
Behavioral Information: Contacted URLs, accessed files,
sent SMS, and inter-process communication could be available in the digested reports if the selected online malware
scanner(s) provides sandbox analysis. While most strings can
be obfuscated in the package, certain strings cannot be obfuscated at runtime. For example, contacted hosts (domain and
IPs) and inter-app intents (actions and components) cannot
be obfuscated (but parameters and contents can still be obfuscated). Hence, Lshand extracts contacted hostnames and IP
from HTTP(s) communication and intented actions and components from intent communication. There are many ways to
represent strings in the feature space. Although it is an option
to apply complex string comparison methods which are accurate but slow, Lshand simply counts alphanumeric (i.e., a-z
and 0-9) n-grams, where n = 1 in our current implementation;
for example, “google.com” has numeric feature “3” for the
character “o”. Lshand has 36 features for contacted hosts and
for inter-app intents; therefore 36 + 36 = 72 behavioral fea-
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tures in total. Note that it is also optional to use (n > 1)-grams
for a more fine-grained feature set.

4.3.2

Clustering Scheme

In order to produce accurate results, we carefully studied
clustering models, weighted features, and distance thresholds.
However, note that since our ultimate goal is to hunt down
Neg-Day cases, we tune Report clusterer with only AMDTs
rather than DTs in general; whether or not a benign DT is
accurate is not a major concern.
Clustering Model: We consider malware development a
continuous process, so AMDTs will demonstrate progressive
evolution of a malware. As such, Lshand leverages incremental density-based clustering model. Under this clustering
model, clusters are formed by merging observations (featurebased representation of digested reports), and the linkage
distance between two clusters is defined by the euclidean distance between the two nearest observations (single-linkage).
If the linkage distance between two clusters is smaller than a
given quality threshold τ, then the two clusters will be merged
into one. We do not consider the other linkage approaches
(e.g., complete linkage and average linkage) because they are
not suitable for progressive evolution (where a malware variant demonstrates similarity with a few previous variants rather
than with the entire development), and we do not consider
k-clustering model because we do not know how many DTs
are out there. There are a few density-based clustering models
that are applicable to our research problem, but for scalability
reason we implemented an incremental density-based clustering model, whose time complexity is O (n × (m + n)), where
n is the number of new observations,
and m is the number

of old observations (hence O n2 from scratch or O (m) for
an incremental step). Discussion on optimizing clustering
algorithm for malware analysis can be found in [4, 8, 32].
Weighted Features: We assign different weights to features because different features could vary in different scale
throughout its development. For example, features in package
information (e.g., number of Activities and permissions) shall
be very similar if not the same, whereas features in submission
timestamps and features in compression information (e.g., uncompressed size and tags) can be different every time. The
resulting DTs will be problematic if Lshand treats these features equally. Hence, Lshand puts less weight on features in
timestamps and in compression information, but more weight
on features in package information (Table 1). Another factor
of assigning weights to features is how thorough the analysis
can be provided by the selected online scanners (for example,
we put light weights on behavioral features because VirusTotal
does not always apply behavioral analysis to Android submissions). To determine weights, we collected 50 confirmed
AMDTs and conducted an empirical study. We repeatedly
tuned weights and ran experiments until we reached a state
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Table 1: Weighted Features
Category
Timestamps
Package
Package
Package
Package
Compression
Compression
Behavioral
Behavioral

Feature
submission timestamps
# of Activities
# of Services
# of file by types
# of Permissions by categories
file tags and labels
uncompressed size
contacted URLs
inter-app communication

#
1
1
1
26
56
21
1
36
36

Weight
medium
heavy
heavy
medium
heavy
medium
medium
light
light

where AMDTs were formed only by true kin observations
and as many observations in each AMDT as possible.
Clustering Threshold: Quality threshold τ is an important
parameter in density-based clustering models (some may use
the term density distance ε). If τ is too large, a cluster would
wrongly include outsider observations that otherwise should
not be included, and if τ is too small, a cluster would not
include kin observation that otherwise should be included
(or equivalently, split one AMDT into smaller AMDTs). In
this research, we consider having outsider observations much
more destructive than having one AMDT split into smaller
AMDTs. The reason is that our ultimate goal is to provide malware analysts with Neg-Day cases for comprehensive analysis
so that they can craft signatures that can detect undiscovered
malware; however, contrary to our goal, outsider observations
could cost malware analysts more time to conduct inaccurate
analysis. To determine τ, we conducted an empirical study
upon 50 confirmed AMDTs. We first set a large τ and then
tuned τ down until we reached a state where we have no
outsider observations.

4.4

AMDT Extractor

Lshand extracts AMDTs from DTs. However, AMDT extractor is not just a noise filter. Besides extracting AMDTs, it also
updates digested reports in seemingly benign DTs, and it also
removes digested reports that are no longer useful in AMDTs.
Extract AMDTs from DTs: An AMDT essentially is a DT
with at least one malware indicator, a digested report that
has sufficient number of malware labels. Depending on label
availability from the selected online malware scanner, one
may opt to use different metrics for determining malware
indicators. In our implementation, Lshand simply checks detection ratio r (e.g., 30 out of 62 engines) rather than analyze
label semantics (e.g., differentiate “malware” and “riskware”).
Checking detection ratio r has an advantage that it does not
require prior knowledge of existing labels, hence it is generic
to engine-specific labels and flexible to newly-defined labels.
It is a common practice to consider a submission suspicious
when there are many engines reported it with malicious or
suspicious labels regardless of label semantics (note that the
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LeakerLocker example [38] was given only suspicious labels
and no malicious labels).
Update digested reports in benign DTs: Previously seemingly benign digested reports could become malware indicators once the scan engines are patched, and once a digested
report becomes a malware indicator, a DT becomes an AMDT.
Hence, for each seemingly benign DT, Lshand needs to submit rescan requests for those seemingly benign samples that
do not have recent digested reports. Note that updating malware labels will not merge or split DTs, because Lshand does
not consider malware labels as clustering features.
Remove digested reports from AMDTs: The growth in the
number of digested reports is enormous, and it will not be
scalable if Lshand keeps all the digested reports and process
all of them repeatedly. However, Lshand cannot simply discard ancient digested reports. By ancient, we mean that the
submission timestamp of a digested report is so far away from
current timestamp that the distance between two weighted
timestamp features has exceeded the quality threshold τ (in
other words, ancient digested report will no longer affect clustering results). We cannot simply discard ancient digested
reports because ancient digested reports could become malware indicators someday, and discarding malware indicators
may cause AMDTs to become DTs. Rather, Lshand discards
two kinds of digested reports: first, ancient digested reports
that are prior to any malware indicator in the same AMDT
(hence no AMDT will become DT); second, digested reports
in an ancient DT that will not be clustered with any new
digested reports.

4.5

Neg-Day Alerter

Neg-Day alerter verifies Neg-Day cases by examine maliciousness and similarity. On one hand, Lshand skips those
AMDTs that are already known to be malicious, because
we are particularly interested in Neg-Day cases that nobody
knows they are malicious. On the other hand, Lshand looks
for package-level similarity as evidence of development (even
though some correlation can be derived from digested reports,
certificate and binary and GUI correlation are not yet assured).
In the end, if a sample from an AMDT passes both maliciousness test and similarity test (that is, not malicious but similar),
Lshand will raise a Neg-Day alert to malware analysts with a
Neg-Day case. Note that Neg-Day alerter only checks binary
only when necessary.
Maliciousness Test: Since we are interested in Neg-Day
samples that nobody knows they are malicious, only when a
sample is not obviously malicious will Lshand proceed to the
next step. To examine the maliciousness of a new sample in
an AMDT, Lshand checks reports, signatures, and binaries:
first, Lshand examines the digested report and will proceed
if there are very few malware labels (e.g., r = 0); second, Lshand examines its certificate and will proceed if the certificate
is not publicly known to be benign (white-list certificates);
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third, Lshand checks its binaries by using third-party binarylevel Android malware classifiers (e.g., MaMaDroid [24] and
Drebin [3]), and will proceed if the results are benign (specifically, Lshand trains classifiers with publicly known malware
and publicly known benign apps). If a sample passes all the
above tests, Lshand will then test whether the sample is similar to its AMDT.
Similarity Test: Different from Report clusterer which compares feature-space similarity, here we compare signature and
binary similarity among malware samples within an AMDT.
If a new sample does not show similarity at this stage (hence
it is not a new variant but an outsider who coincidentally
has similar features), then Lshand needs to label it as an outsider and remove it from the AMDT. We say a new sample
has passed the similarity test if any of the following comparisons show similarity: in certificate comparison Lshand
checks whether or not the information in the signing certificate (e.g., public key and serial number) is the same as that
in the other samples in the AMDT, and in binary comparison Lshand checks whether or not the control call graph
or GUI-callback methods has similar characteristics to the
other samples in the AMDT by using repackaging classifiers (e.g., ViewDroid [45]) and malware classifiers (e.g., MaMaDroid [24] and Drebin [3]). Specifically, for each AMDT
Lshand trains the classifier with malware indicators of the
AMDT and publicly known benign apps, and Lshand considers a sample to be similar to its AMDT if the classifier reports
the sample “malicious”, which is the case that the sample is
closer to the malware indicators than to the other irrelevant
apps in the feature space (different from the maliciousness
test where we compare binary features with known malware).

5
5.1

Accuracy Evaluation
Dataset and DT Statistics

Our evaluation was conducted upon submissions to VirusTotal.
Since neither do we nor VirusTotal have a solid ground truth
for recent submissions, we test Lshand upon old submissionstream captured during January 2016 (detection ratio is denoted as ru ), but then we evaluate Lshand with the re-scan
results that were produced during May 2018 (detection ratio
is denoted as ru0 ). Even after two years, we consider these
re-secan results as partial ground truth rather than complete
ground truth because it is possible that some malicious samples are still not discovered. During January 2016, VirusTotal
received 1,345K Android-related first-seen submissions from
3,852 different submitter identities (SIDs). The HTML-based
reports totally used 154 GB storage space, whereas the digested reports took only 8.3 GB.
Subset Selection: We do not need to consider every single
submission, as we can exclude premium users that are not
anonymous. Table 2 and 3 show the statistics of SID-to-peakrate and SID-to-monthly-rate. If we consider terminal-based
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Table 2: SIDs and Peak Rate
Peak Rate
# of SIDs
# of subs

≤ 4/min
3,364
5,318

≤ 60/min
3,750
14,309

≤ 120/min
3,788
19,837

Unlimited
3,852
1,345,696

Table 3: Clusterng Statistics
Monthly Rate (ρ)
# of SIDs
# of subs
# of observ.
# of clusters
Time Used

≤ 3100
3,837
58,765
21,800
14,266
01:01:36

≤ 12400
3,841
92,603
49,205
32,986
4:59:58

≤ 24800
3,843
125,267
62,773
38,236
07:51:07

Unlimited
3,852
1,345,256
371,187
85,139
291:28:12

Note that the difference between the number of submissions and the number
of observations comes from the fact that our Lshand evaluation does not
consider submissions that have missing information and submissions that
have a small number of application components (i.e., < 5 activities and
services counted together).

non-premium submissions (i.e., peak rate ≤ 4/min), then we
only need to worry about 5,318 submissions from 3,364 SIDs.
Nevertheless, to test the scalability of our approach, we relax
this constraint to submission peak rate under 120 submissions
per minute (19,837 submissions from 3,788 SIDs), or alternatively 3,100 submissions per month (58,765 submissions from
3,837 SIDs) assuming malware writers will keep their SIDs
low profile. In our dataset, the latter subset is a superset of the
former subset, and hence we consider the submission-subset
of SIDs that have no greater than 3,100 submission per month
(denoted as ρ ≤ 3100) a sufficiently large hunting ground.
This statistics justifies our assumption in Section 3 that a malware writer will not submit more than on-average 100 new
malware samples per-day, per-account, and per-proxy.
DT Statistics: Table 3 also shows the time usage from
scratch (there was no pre-built cluster, and clusters were built
up incrementally on a single thread). For the recommended
dataset-subset of ρ ≤ 3,100, Lshand spent an hour in clustering DTs on a single thread. Although we state that the
submission-subset of ρ ≤ 3,100 is sufficient, our approach is
certainly computational feasible to higher rates (a more scalable alternative approach is discussed in Section 6). Table 4
shows the resulting DT statistics. We can see that 1,005 DTs
out of 14,226 DTs were submitted from multiple SIDs.

Table 4: Development Trace Statistics
Intervals
1
[2, 10)
[10, 102 )
[102 , 103 )
MAX

# of DTs to
[a,b) of SIDs
13,261
983
19
3
194

# of DTs to
[a,b) of reports
12,650
1,499
108
9
562
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5.2

AMDT Accuracy Analysis

Table 5: Accuracy of different AMDT sets

Lshand extracted AMDTs from the recommended submissionsubset of ρ ≤ 3,100. Each AMDT has at least five digested
reports and at least one malware-indicating digeseted report u
that has detection ratio ru0 ≥ 30/62 by May 2018. The reason
why we did not evaluate low detection-ratio DTs is twofold:
first, we are focusing on checking AMDT rather than clusters
in general; second, we have better partial ground truth when
ru0 is higher.
Baseline Selection: We compare Lshand AMDTs with
AMDTs from Ssdeep-based clustering method SSDC [39],
because SSDC is similar to our work in the way that it requires only the metadata to produce AMDTs. Ssdeep has
been leveraged in several work that aims to cluster malware
(e.g., SSDC and Graziano et. al [13]). These work requires
only the Ssdeep values available in VirusTotal scan reports:
two samples that have homologies will have common byte
sequences in their Ssdeep values, and two Ssdeep values can
imply how homologous the two corresponding samples are.
Oracle Setup: We built an oracle for comparing AMDTs
of different approaches in binary-level. The oracle consists
of Android malware classifers MaMaDroid [24] and Drebin
reimplementation [28], and it considers a sample to be affiliated to its AMDT if and only if (1) the sample is similar to
the other samples in the same AMDT, and (2) the sample is
verified malicious by recent partial ground truth we gathered
by May 2018 (unlike Neg-Day alerter which looks for benign
samples using partial ground truth by Jan. 2016). For each
AMDT, the oracle gives us a correlation score Si calculated
with Eq. 1. The training details is stated as follows. We carefully verified an outsider malware set and an outsider benign
set, where malware set includes 362 malware (ru0 ≥ 30/62)
that each has few kins (|kins| ≤ 2), and benign set includes
631 apps (ru0 = 0/62) that each has few kins (|kins| ≤ 2). For
similarity test upon an AMDT, we split AMDT samples into
two halves based on the detection ratio ru0 , and we trained
the classifiers with the high-ratio half and outsider benign set
to verify the low-ratio half. For maliciousness test upon an
AMDT, we trained the classifiers with outsider malware set
and outsider benign set to verify the samples. Note that, we
tried to include some other tools, but each of them failed to
dissect a large portion of our dataset, either because its design
was not for the latter Android app framework (e.g., ViewDroid [45]), or because it took too much time and eventually
timed out (e.g., Asteroid [11]).
Correlation score Si =

# of affiliated kin samples
# of samples

ρ = 3,100
# of samples
# of AMDTs
Perfect
(100%)
Excellent
(90-100%)
Good
(80-90%)
Fair
(70-80%)
Problematic
(60-70%)
Bad
(0-60%)
hours per revision

# of samples in the correlation level y


# of all samples in column x


cellxy = 

 # of AMDTs in the correlation level y 

Lshand
Neg-Day
253
10
100.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
16.26

False negatives were mistakenly introduced by the oracle; we have verified
this cluster a perfect cluster. Hour-per-revision is calculated based on the
highest file-timestamp in an apk.

Table 6: SID Statistics of Neg-Day Cases
Neg-Days
# of samples
# of DTs
# of DTs with 1 SID
# of DTs with [2, 10) SIDs
# of DTs with [10, ∞) SIDs
Maximum # of SIDs

Jan 2016
253
10
1
8
1
25

May 2018
256
15
3
5
7
41

AMDT Results: Table 5 shows our accuracy evaluation.
For presentation purpose, we split the correlation scores into
six levels (i.e., perfect, excellent, good, fair, problematic, and
bad), and each table cell is calculated with Eq. 2 (i.e., upper
scores represent the percentage among all samples, whereas
lower scores represent the percentage among all AMDTs). For
example, an AMDT with five affiliated kins and three unaffiliated samples has correlation score 5/8 = 62.5%, and hence
this AMDT is Problematic. This one AMDT (out of 56) with
eight samples (out of 1,698) contributes to the Problematic
cell 0.48%-1.79% in Table 5. We can see that Lshand outperforms SSDC in terms of providing accurate AMDTs: not
only did Lshand provide more accurate AMDTs (99.16% vs
85.51%), but also it did provide more samples in total (1,698
vs 1,532). In addition, Lshand produced less Bad AMDTs.
Note that our AMDT results were given by AMDT extractor
before attested by Neg-Day alerter.

(1)

Hunting Negative-Day Malware



# of all AMDTs in column x
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Lshand
AMDT
1,698
56
99.16%
96.43%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.48%
1.79%
0.36%∗
1.79%∗
207.81

∗

5.3


SSDC
AMDT
1,532
68
85.51%
79.41%
3.59%
2.94%
2.81%
4.41%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
8.09%
13.24%
168.84

(2)

Our prey is Neg-Day cases, which are AMDTs with seemingly benign submissions. We evaluate Lshand with an old
submission-stream snapshots, but we also deploy Lshand for
a more recent submission-stream snapshot.
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5.3.1

Submission-stream of January 2016

Lshand hunted down 10 Neg-Day cases from the submissionsubset where ρ ≤ 3,100 subs/month. Each Neg-Day case
includes at least one seemingly benign digested report u that
has detection ratio ru = 0/62, at least one malware-indicating
digested report v that has rv ≥ 3/62, and at least five samples
in total. Table 6 shows that nine (out of 10) Neg-Day cases
were submitted from multiple SIDs. Among these 10 NegDay cases, Lshand identified 49 potential Neg-Day Android
malware (ru = 0/62 by Jan 2016). In addition, 96 (out of 253)
samples have the tag "xorcrypt" (sample is xor-encrypted),
and 55 samples have obfuscated class name.
Table 5 shows our Neg-Day accuracy evaluation. A score
of 100% is attested by the same oracle that was trained by
the selective outsider datasets by May 2018. To be more convincing, we also manually verified these Neg-Day cases. We
submitted rescan requests to VirusTotal, studied the rescan reports, and verified potential AMDT evidences (e.g., malware
labels, Ssdeep values, certificates, permissions, components,
and names if not obfuscated). Our manual verification aligns
with our oracle’s evaluation: every Neg-Day cases are indeed homologous and malicious. All 48 potential Neg-Day
malware (ru = 0/62 by Jan. 2016) have become malicious
(ru0 > 0/62 by May 2018). The average detection ratio for
these 253 submissions was r̄u = 4.31/62 by Jan. 2016 and
has become r̄u0 = 32.06/62 by May 2018. Malware labels
for these 10 Neg-Day cases include Dnotua, Dowgin, Ewind,
Huer, Jiagu, Rootnik, SmsPay, SmsReg, and Triada. Based on
this evaluation, we conclude that Lshand is capable of hunting
down Neg-Day Android malware. Yet, note that since we do
not have ground truth for false negatives, we think that there
still could be some undiscovered Neg-Day cases in DTs.
5.3.2

Submission-stream of May 2018

We also deployed Lshand for more recent data which was
captured during May 2018. We fed Lshand’s report clusterer
the same features, weights, and thresholds; however, we fed
Lshand’s AMDT extractor a different set of parameters in
order to narrow down possible Neg-Day cases due to the
limited computational and personnel resource we have.
During May 2018, Lshand hunted down 15 Neg-Day cases
with totally 256 samples (114 samples have ru0 = 0/62 by
May 2018). Table 6 shows that 12 out of 15 Neg-Day cases
were submitted from multiple SIDs. We asked the same oracle
for automatic judgment and got 96.77% similarity score but
31.25% maliciousness score. Without recent data in the training set, the evaluation oracle failed to judge maliciousness
due to concept drift [1, 18]. Hence, we manually analyzed
the latest sample in each Neg-Day cases that were reported
benign (ru0 = 0/62).
In our manual analysis, we submitted 15 samples to Palo
Alto Networks WildFire [29] for behavior scanning, and we
checked samples with JEB decompiler (it is possible that we
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missed the malicious part in some cases). By the time we
wrote this paper, we have confirmed that 12 out of 15 NegDay cases (80%) are malware, but VirusTotal and 62 engines
failed to identify these variants. Their malware labels include
SLocker, Triada, Trojan, riskware, downloader, and potentially
unwanted. One may argue some listed labels are not truely
malicious, but please recall that the maliciousness of a NegDay malware is often underestimated (e.g., LeakerLocker had
only one suspicious label [38]), and it is not Lshand’s job but
malware analysts’ job to tell its true maliciousness.
5.3.3

False-Positive Case Study

Lshand relies on the assumptions that malware development
is a continuous submit-and-revise process. However, it is not
always true. In the results of May 2018, we got two (out of 15
Neg-Day cases) inevitable false positive cases that violate our
assumptions, and both cases are apps (54 apps in total) created
by Appbyme [5], an online DIY app-creation platform for nonprogrammer users with a variety of templates and resources.
We consider them false positive cases because their latest kins
are not actually malicious. These two cases show that Lshand
will be inaccurate in judging apps from such a platform.
The reason that Lshand reported Appbyme is threefold:
first, the after-creation apps were structurally similar (they
share the same set of 81 activities, 9 services, 28 permissions,
and they all contains more than 1700 files) because of similar
selections on templates and resources even though these apps
were from different non-programmer users; second, one of
their malware-indicating kin is malicious (labels include Adware, Malware-HighConfidence, PUA, and TencentProtect,
an anti-cheat system monitor); third, the latest kin seems not
malicious. For confirmation, we submitted these malware indicators to Palo Alto Networks WildFire, and the results are
that the malware indicators are indeed malicious, but the latest
benign apps are indeed benign. In Lshand’s point of view, the
latest benign Appbyme apps do look like variants of the malicious Appbyme apps. After all, these apps are developed by
the same proxy developer using the same set of templates and
resources. Since the development was not a submit-and-revise
process, it becomes Lshand’s limitation.

6
6.1

Limitations and Discussions
What are the limitations?

Our goal is to hunt down potential Neg-Day cases based on a
few assumptions (Section 3), and the limitations are the following cases that violate our assumptions. First, we assume
malware development is a continuous submit-and-revise process, and hence Lshand cannot accurately judge an app development if the development case involves no submission for revision (thus no scan reports) or if the development is done on a
proxy app-creation platform (see the above false-postive case
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study). Second, we assume malware writers never incrementally add a large number of dummy components or dummy
files, and hence Lshand cannot accurately judge a malware
once adding dummy components become automated (see the
below discussion). In addition to the above limitations, there
are two requirements: first, the scan reports from the selected
online malware scanner must be comprehensive; second, feature weights and distance thresholds must be studied because
information availability may differ across different selected
online malware scanners.

predict our Neg-Day results unless they deploy the same algorithms with the same variables and collect the same set of
samples. Second, either above evasion techniques has drawbacks making them less compelling to malware writers: on
one hand, incrementally adding a large number of dummy
components will make the latter variants more suspicious
to malware analysts and malware classifiers; on the other
hand, the development of a small malicious module can still
be detected and it is much easier to craft effective malware
signatures from a small codebase.

6.2

6.4

Can we learn weight and threshold?

In our current implementation, we tune the weights and thresholds based on our confirmed AMDTs. Nevertheless, this
process can be robust and automatic by applying machine
learning techniques (e.g., [25, 42]). Specifically, we can learn
weights and thresholds from unobfuscated same-certificate
AMDTs, which can be derived by collecting malware samples
that have high detection ratio (r ≥ 30), overlapping components (> 5), and the same certificate. However, we did not
incorporate the automation of weights and thresholds into our
current implementation because we do not have an AMDT
dataset that is large and convincing enough to learn from, as
we only have two month-long submission snapshots. If we
focus on unobfuscated same-certificate AMDTs that have at
least five kin samples and were compiled within seven days
from submission (based on the most recent file-timestamp),
then we have 24 AMDTs from January 2016 based on the
rescans submitted in 2018 (on average 21.99 hours per revision), and 11 AMDTs from May 2018 (7.87 hr/revision).
During this research, we also have discovered 16 unobfuscated multi-certificate AMDTs, that each has at least five kin
samples but no more two kin samples sharing the same certificate, compiled in January 2016 (34.32 hr/revision). We plan
to incorporate the automation in the future when we acquire
more data.

6.3

To be more scalable, Lshand is equipped with a multi-phase
clustering option, and the idea is based on the map-reduce
concept. To be brief, digested reports are split based on selective information (e.g., SID or timestamps), then digested
reports are clustered into development subtraces, and then
development subtraces are clustered into DTs. In our implementation, features for subtraces are aggregated from the
digested reports by taking the mean value of features from the
latest few reports. Compared to the single-phase clustering approach that took 291 hours in clustering 371,187 observations
(ρ =unlimited), our two-phase clustering implementation took
93 hours for the same set of observation (note that clusterers
were executed sequentially without parallelization).
However, since features are aggregated, multi-phase clustering approach may incorrectly filter out more AMDT samples
(false negatives) than single-phase clustering approach. Indeed, two-phase approach reported 56 AMDTs with 1,622
samples (76 less samples than its single-phase approach),
and the portion of perfect clusters is 99.14%-96.43%. A simple workaround to reduce false negatives is to set different
threshold τi at different phase i. For example, setting τ2 > τ1
could reduce false negatives but it could also incorrectly report benign samples (false positives). Indeed, two-phase twothreshold approach reports 58 AMDTs with 1,799 samples,
and the portion of perfect clutser is 86.83%-89.66%.

Is there a way to evade Lshand?

Lshand bases its hunting skills mainly on clustering techniques, and thus Lshand is vulnerable to manipulation upon
features. We came up with two evasion approaches. First,
a malware writer can knowingly incrementally adds a large
number of dummy components into a malware, so that the
kin malware samples could end up in different DTs because
of the enlarged distance in feature space. Second, a malware
writer can develop a malicious module with only necessary
components and then embed this module into a fake app that
is far away in feature space (hence the product malware could
be in a different DT).
Although Lshand is not fully evasion-resilient, the outcome
of the above evasion techniques can be limited because of
the following reasons. First, malware writers cannot easily
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Can Lshand be more scalable?

7

Related Work

Many research on Android malware countermeasures (e.g.,
[9,14,16,19,26,30,35,40,41,43,44]) against Android malware
detection (e.g., [2, 3, 7, 10, 15, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 36, 37]) has
been studied, but only a few focus on detecting malware
development (e.g., [17]) or detecting a variant of a malware
family (e.g., [12, 13]).
AMDHunter [17] aims to find Android malware development; however, AMDHunter has some critical flaws. First,
AMDHunter tracks malware development cases by profiling
SIDs (assuming an SID is more malicious if its submissions
demonstrate little diversity and little repetition), and hence a
malware writer can easily evade AMDHunter by submitting
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samples from multiple SIDs or decorated SIDs (e.g., repeatedly submit a variety of apps). Second, AMDHunter highly
depends on the trends of detection ratio (assuming malware
development will demonstrate decreasing trends which is not
true for LeakerLocker), and hence a malware writer can easily evade AMDHunter by submitting detectable variants of
known malware. In contrast, Lshand leverages neither SID
profiles nor trends of detection ratio, and hence not only is
Lshand capable of hunting down Neg-Day cases from multiple SIDs (Table 6), but also did Lshand find more Neg-Day
samples in the five common Neg-Day cases in the overlapped
dataset (January 2016).
RevealDroid [12] and Graziano et. al [13] each solves a
similar research problem. RevealDroid [12] aims to efficiently
and accurately detect-and-identify malware family, but RevealDroid is not as scalable as Lshand, because it requires
all malware samples to be dissected. The author stated that
RevealDroid spent 3.5 days in analyzing 9,731 apps, and most
of the execution time was spent on extracting features from
samples. Graziano et. al [13] aims to mine malware intelligence from public dynamic analysis sandboxes; however,
their work focuses on unobfuscated and unpacked Windows
PEs, and thus some of their “most effective” features (e.g.,
filename edit distance) could be easily obfuscated.
Graziano et. al [13] and SSDC [39] also aim to detect-andidentify malware family based on Ssdeep rather than malware
dissection. Ssdeep-based solutions require only the Ssdeep
values: two samples that have homologies will have common
byte sequences in their Ssdeep values, and two Ssdeep values
can imply how homologous the two corresponding samples
are. Although Ssdeep seems very convenient, there are a few
reasons why we avoid using Ssdeep in Lshand: first, obfuscation and compression may mess up Ssdeep triggers, so two
kin obfuscated APKs may have mismatched Ssdeep values;
second, even when decompressed, repackaged fake apps will
still demonstrate matched Ssdeep values with benign apps and
cause false classification; third, fuzzyhash-based clustering
for malware has already been studied and considered problematic [22]. The downside of Lshand compared to Ssdeep-based
solutions is that Lshand focuses only on Android malware;
nevertheless, the idea in Lshand can be extended to different
malware types by importing different features and classifiers.
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